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 So, they are also called "monitoring gauges". Transmission Inclined bellows are used to transmit engine oil and engine
lubrication. There are two inclined bellows located at the side of the gearbox: From the gearbox, oil is transmitted to the engine

oil circuit, through the inclined bellows in the transmission case. References Category:Engines Category:Engine components
Category:Automatic transmissionGiorgio Pressacco Giorgio Pressacco (born 30 August 1959) is a racing driver from Italy, best

known for competing in the 1997 World Touring Car Championship. He participated in seven races, driving the four wheel
drive Volvo 850 T5. He finished 18th in the championship. Pressacco is the cousin of former Formula One world champion
Michele Alboreto. Complete WTCC results (key) (Races in bold indicate pole position; races in italics indicate fastest lap)
Category:1959 births Category:Living people Category:Italian racing drivers Category:World Touring Car Championship

driversQ: how to make a share links in multiple languages on android I want to make a android application which should be in
multiple languages (eg:English and Hindi),I searched for it a lot and got some tutorials but i cant understand those. I have also

created a webservice which is there to share the links of any websites in different languages. Is it possible to use a webservice to
generate that links? and if it is possible to make a android application which can detect what language the phone is and show the

links to share in the language I prefer? A: Have you ever seen the Share UI of Android? It has a lot of different languages
supported by Google and depending on the language you are, you can have different UI for the same share intent. Now, once

you have created a share intent, you can then filter the activity where you want the share to be. You can do this by using
ActivityInfo.RESULT_FILTER. If you have a list of activities for each languages that you want to support, then you can iterate

through that list and create share intents for each languages and then filter the result of that. You can then create a intent that
will invoke that activities. Here is a good tutorial for sharing intent: 82157476af
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